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SOLUTION BRIEF
Providing potent IT services in EDGE domains
Branch offices, retail chains, small businesses, remote offices
and EDGE areas in general often seek to maintain their IT
services with optional performance, the highest level of security
and the most advanced technologies.
Discover hot to conquer this challenge with the help
of a revolutionary platform: Syneto HYPER Edge.
A hyperconverged solution that integrates
virtualization, data protection and
Disaster Recovery in a single
compact platform that is
exceptionally easy to
manage.

Edge Computing - Solution
www.syneto.eu

Hyperconverged. Extra Small. Extremely powerful.

Replication

Often, in today’s IT world, we are faced
with complex challenges when working
with traditional solutions and tools: many
companies require a data site that is
physically near to where its business takes
place, in offices where space is limited or in
remote locations where physical access and
network connectivity are limited.
Companies needing to administer and
protect virtual machines with optimal
performance and high data availability
find themselves confronted with choices

that force them to bear high costs or accept
technological compromises that can lead
to a low level of data security and a high
management complexity.
To solve these challenges, Syneto has created
HYPER Edge, a hyperconverged platform
with integrated data protection suitable
for situations where the workload and
operating environment have the need for both
intensive processing capacity as well as cost
sustainability.

The Benefits of the HYPER Edge Platform
Silent and Compact
HYPER Edge is the smallest “in a box” datacenter.
Revolutionary. The power of a datacenter in the size of 3
smartphones.
It is robust, easy to handle and can be installed in
confined spaces or mounted via a standard VESA mount
behind a monitor.
Extremely silent with an elegant design, it can be placed on
a desk or housed inside the Syneto HYPER Box,
designed and built by LAGO, a company that designs and
manufactures Made in Italy furniture, a brand that is known
all over the world.
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Easy to Administer. 1- Click Management.
HYPER Edge, thanks to the SynetoOS interface, is simple to
manage and is fast and convenient to use.
SynetoOS delivers rapid response times, granular file recovery
and new management functionality for virtual machines.

Run Applications Near the User
HYPER Edge can be installed in proximity to the end user.
This means that, even in offices where physical space or
bandwidth is limited, swift access to information can be
provided.

Elevated Performance
Syneto’s HYPER Edge platform combines fast NVMe storage
with a low-power CPU to deliver high performance for “Edge”
environments and support the execution of mission-critical
business applications.
With a CPU up to 4.7 Ghz and “2X always on” data
compression, HYPER Edge doubles the available space.

Advanced technologies “at the EDGE”
Built with the latest technologies and the most widely used
hypervisor in the world, the new HYPER Edge is ready to
address today’s virtualization needs as well as the next
generation of containerized services running “at the EDGE”.

Data Protection and Instant Recovery
Virtual machines and data stored on HYPER Edge are
protected by high-frequency data recovery points.
In the event of a ransomware attack, virtual machines
can be recovered instantly, providing a low RPO/RTO.
Goodbye ransoms.
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Predictable Disaster Recovery
In the event of a complete hardware failure of one of the two
nodes, normal operation can be resumed in less than 15 minutes.
Disaster Recovery is managed with a few simple clicks from
the interface: virtual machines will be recovered instantly on the
other node.

Unified Platform
HYPER Edge is part of the Hybrid Cloud Syneto Ecosystem.
Through the services provided by the Syneto CENTRAL
cloud services platform, remote management and complete
protection of data in the cloud is possible.

Scenarios
1. Running Retail Applications
A store needs to find an IT solution to manage customer
service, sales, inventory and payments. Onsite bandwidth
and/or physical space is limited and there is no server
room. The goal is to manage and protect your data and
applications and be able to get back up and running quickly
in the event of a disaster.
An IT manager can build a solution based on a two-node
reference architecture with HYPER Edge. Thanks to native,
immutable and high frequency “storage snapshots”, data
is always protected: the most stringent SLAs required by
the company are guaranteed. Data recovery points are
protected from ransomware attacks and are replicated to the
secondary node.
In the event of a node failure, virtual machines and
applications can be restarted on the other node in a couple
of minutes. By managing two synchronized copies of data,
the solution ensures high data protection and availability.
HYPER Edge devices take up only a tenth of the physical
space compared to traditional servers, are quieter and have
low energy consumption.
By choosing HYPER Edge, the IT manager has a complete
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range of functionality available, compared to traditional
solutions built with 1U/2U servers and third-party software.
To ensure an even greater level of data protection, the IT
manager can leverage Syneto - CENTRAL - hybrid cloud
services to replicate data from HYPER Edge.

2. Execution of Business Applications in the
Production Department or Technical Studio
With HYPER Edge, the company will have applications
relative to business processes running on virtual machines,
directly within the production department. Thanks to the
data protection feature integrated in the solution, your data
will always be safe. By taking advantage of the “zero-copy
cloning” feature, any virtual machine running on HYPER Edge
can be restored instantly.
A HYPER Edge appliance can be mounted, via a standard
VESA support, behind a monitor for better ergonomics or
housed inside the Syneto Hyper Box, designed and built by
LAGO.

Corporate Data Protection - Small Offices, ROBO
and Smart Working
A small office needs a local infrastructure to run its internal
management applications and protect its documents.
An IT manager can take advantage of the flexibility of SynetoOS
to build a two-node HYPER Edge infrastructure or a local HYPER
Edge and a HYPER Series in the central datacenter that receives
the remote office replicas, to ensure continuity of service in
case of onsite problems.
Its technical characteristics make the HYPER Edge solution
easy to install and very suitable for offices with a small number
of users.
Each implementation manages two independent copies of the
data that are actively synchronized.
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Contact Information
www.syneto.eu
sales@syneto.eu

Headquarters
Symbol Palace, Via Cefalonia 55, 25124,
Brescia, Italia
t. (+39) 030 7687 766

twitter.com/SynetoIT
www.facebook.com/SynetoItalia
www.youtube.com/c/SynetoHCI
linkedin.com/company/syneto

Syneto is a European software company that
allows organizations to migrate to
a new IT model - hybrid cloud where data
is the most important resource.
The company supplies hyperconverged
appliances, software and cloud services that
enable IT service providers and SMEs to
perform and protect your applications from an
onsite datacenter and into the cloud.
Syneto solutions are suitable for a wide
range of applications and sectors, offering
organizations a cloud software platform hybrid
that is simple, fast, safe and universal
for managing and protecting all their
data, anytime, anywhere.

